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[Pathe Newsreels] [sound-with narration]
11:00:22
-11:01:51

“London Airport - Beatles Off To America”
- MLS crowd around Pan Am airplane on airfield, fans waving from top of building,
MCS George Harrison leaving for airport, CS John Lennon and wife Cynthia walking toward
airplane with John making face for camera, CS Paul McCartney walking up gangway steps to
airplane, the four Beatles waving from gangway steps, Beatles entering airplane, fans waving
with airplane taking off in background

11:01:58
-11:03:52

“New York - Beatles Conquer America”
- airplane arriving on airfield, fans waving on top of airport building, Beatles waving while
walking down gangway steps, being escorted by policemen, line of photographers with still
cameras with flashes from cameras going off, Beatles answering questions at press conference
at airport with George Harrison saying he just got a haircut yesterday, crowd outside airport,
CS smiling John Lennon next to other Beatles waving toward fans

11:03:54
-11:09:58

“Beatles Welcome Home”
- London airport at night, fans sleeping at airport, dawn sun over airport, fans waking up,
LS airplanes on tarmac, fans with welcome banners, fans pushing, steps littered with trash,
fans on top of airport buildings, CS screaming girls, Pan American airplane landing,
police securing gates with crowd pushing from behind, photographers with still cameras,
“Jet Clipper Beatles” written on airplane, Beatles down gangway steps waving to crowd,
posing for cameras, crowd behind fence with screaming girls, interior of bus with Beatles,
Beatles waving from window of bus, answering questions at press conference about sun in
Miami and meeting Cassius Clay before Liston fight, large crowd of fans, unconscious women
in crowd being carried by policemen, girl being pulled over fence, OVERHEAD view of
Beatles through pushing crowd to limousine

11:10:00
-11:14:23

“Amsterdam - Beatles Take Over Holland”
- at National Airport - screaming crowd, Beatles (without Ringo Starr) walking
across airfield, waving from balcony of hotel to crowd opposite hotel on other side of canal,
Beatles taking trip on canal, fans swimming in water fished out by police, crowd lining canals,
banner on bridge: “Ringo Quick Recover”, crowd into concert hall, Beatles on stage singing
I Saw Her Standing There, crowd dancing and pushing in hall, CSs screaming fans, man with
beard clapping, woman and men dancing The Twist

